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Java How To Program (Early Objects) (10th Edition)Pearson Education, 2014

	Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133813436 / ISBN-13: 9780133813432. That package includes ISBN-10: 0133807800 / ISBN-13: 9780133807806 and ISBN-10:...
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Quick Course in Microsoft Office Xp: Fast-Track Training Books for Busy PeopleOnline Training Solutions, 2003
This guide provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice so you get the most out of Office XP. Learn the basics of Outlook, Access, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, Publisher, FrontPage, Project, and Visio, then gain proficiency.

Quick Course in Microsoft Office XP provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to eBay (3rd Edition)Que, 2005
On any given day there are more than 7 million items listed for auction at ebay (ebay), the world's largest online trading community. At the end of its last fiscal quarter, ebay had 49.7 million registered users, more than double the number of users just two years previous. It is estimated that $9.3 billion worth of merchandise, in more than 423...
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SQL All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Master queries for any SQL database!   

   Your one-stop guide to building and maintaining relational databases with SQL   

   If you're looking for a good general reference on SQL, look no further. This all-in-one guide delivers the goods on all major SQL topics, from basic concepts to the...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2007: The L Line, The Express Line to LearningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Get on the fast track to mastering Excel
   Want to find success in your profession or business? Master the timesaving tools you'll need in the real world, like Excel 2007. Whether you're a student, a professional, or an entrepreneur, you can learn Excel with this start-to-finish guide. Gain solid skills as you go from station...
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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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The Facts on File Student's Dictionary of American English (Facts on File Writer's Library)Facts on File, 2007

	The first purpose of any student's dictionary is to provide the basic information necessary to be able to understand a meaning, decipher a pronunciation, make a correct syllable break, and employ vocabulary appropriate to a particular situation. "The Facts On File Student's Dictionary of American English" is designed to...
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Web Development with Apache and PerlManning Publications, 2002

	A quick look at your local bookstore’s Internet section will tell you that there are quite a few
	commercial packages out there for building web sites. What those books often fail to mention is
	that many of the world’s most popular web sites were built using freely available tools, and run
	on free operating systems (OS). They...
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C++ How to Program (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Welcome to the C++ computer programming language and C++ How to Program, Eighth
	Edition! This book presents leading-edge computing technologies, and is particularly appropriate
	for inroductory course sequences based on the curriculum recommendations of
	two key professional organizations—the ACM and the IEEE.


	The new...
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Computer Architecture, Fifth Edition: A Quantitative Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The computing world today is in the middle of a revolution: mobile clients and cloud computing have emerged as the dominant paradigms driving programming and hardware innovation today. The Fifth Edition of Computer Architecture focuses on this dramatic shift, exploring the ways in which software and technology in the cloud are accessed...
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Scene of the Cybercrime, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2008

	When it comes to computer crimes, the criminals got a big head start. But the law enforcement and IT security communities are now working diligently to develop the knowledge, skills, and tools to successfully investigate and prosecute Cybercrime cases. When the first edition of "Scene of the Cybercrime" published in 2002, it was one...
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Online Dating as A Strategic Game: Why and How Men in Hong Kong Use QQ to Chase Women in Mainland ChinaSpringer, 2013

	Based on a study using online ethnography as the major research method, this book explains why and how men in Hong Kong use QQ—an online instant messenger—to “chase” women in mainland China, especially in the neighboring city of Shenzhen. Chasing women through QQ is a reciprocal exchange process during which the...
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